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Doctor at Shija Hospital restored
normal structure of the breast of 2
ladies including a 14 years old girl after
removing giant tumour

IT News
Imphal, December 13:
During the pandemic when
everyone is scared of the virus,
people with giant heavy tumours
in the breast are also struggling
with their normal day to day work.
Besides being a cosmetic problem,
giant breast tumours can cause
disability in doing certain normal
activities as well as in wearing
clothes.
Recently two females, one 48 years
and another 14 years underwent

oncoplastic surgery to remove
giant breast tumours each
weighing 720 grams and 600 grams
respectively. The surgery was
performed by DR. AJIT LUKRAM,
who is a full time breast and thyroid
specialist surgeon at Shija
Hospitals.
Speaking to both patients and their
family, the normal structure of the
breast are restored and they feel
much lighter and confident in their
daily activities now.
Large tumours of the breast are
usually benign, non cancerous

lesions but they can grow to
extreme sizes which may occupy
whole of the breast. Commonly
diagnosed large tumours are giant
fibroadenomas and phyllodes
tumour. Patients usually present
with a quick growing lump or a big
difference in size of the breast when
compared to the normal side.

Chief Minister N. Biren condoles the
demise of legendary guitarist W. Samson
IT News
Imphal, Dec 13:
Chief Minister N. Biren Singh
today condole the sudden demise
of legendary guitarist and music
composer Wahengbam Samson at
the age of 67.
Born on January 3, 1953 at
Wahengbam Leikai, Samson was
the undisputed leader in playing
guitar during 1980s and 1990s in
our State. He remain as undisputed
musician till his last breath. Known
for his versatility, he had
unparalleled capability to handle
guitar for any genre. Samson was
truly an inspiration to young
musicians and music lovers. His
passion and knowledge of music
were well reflected in his
compositions and performances
on the stage, the condolence
message said.
Samson was also known for his
contributions
towards
popularization of Manipuri music.

Indian Newspaper Society (INS) has
urged the government to announce
a stimulus package for the
newspaper industry, which is facing
an unprecedented crisis with both
advertising and circulation severely
impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic.
In a statement, INS President L
Adimoolam has stated that many
publications have either shut down
or suspended some of their editions,
indefinitely. If this situation
prevails, many more will be
compelled to close their operations
in the near future. In the past eight
months, the industry has already
lost around Rs.12,500 crore and
annual loss is likely to be around
Rs.16,000 crore.

Rs. 2/-

Can’t force couples to have only two
children: Centre to SC
By Raju Vernekar
Mumbai, Dec 13:
The Union Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare (MoHFW) has
maintained that the Family Welfare
Programme in India gives couples
the right to decide the size of their
family without any compulsion and
they cannot be forced to have only
two children.
In its affidavit in the Supreme Court,
the MoHFW has maintained that
the Family Welfare Programme in
India gives couples the right to
decide the size of their family without
any compulsion.
The central government has
submitted in the SC that it is
“unequivocally” against forcing
people to have only a certain
number of children in a bid to
control population.
Responding to a PIL by advocate
Ashwini Upadhyay, the ministry has
rejected the need to have a
mandatory two-child norm or frame
a specific law on limiting the size of
families in the country.
After his plea was shot down by
the Delhi High Court, Upadhyay
has moved the SC for introducing a
population control law. Upadhyay
has said that population explosion
is more dangerous than bomb
explosion
and
that
the
constitutional rights to clean air,
drinking water, health, livelihood
and education cannot be secured
to all citizens without controlling the
population.
But the MoHFW has sought

dismissal of Upadhyay’s petition,
stating that the central government
cannot introduce or encourage
authoritative or legislative methods
to control population. “The Family
Welfare Programme in India is
voluntary in nature, which enables
couples to decide the size of their
family and adopt the family planning
methods, best suited to them,
according to their choice, without
any compulsion,” said the
ministry’s affidavit.
It said India was a signatory to the
Programme Of Action (POA) of the
International Conference on
Population and Development, 1994,
which was unequivocally against
coercion in family planning. “In fact,
international experience shows that
any coercion to have a certain
number of children is counter
productive
and
leads
to
demographic distortions,” the
ministry explained. The ministry
further pointed out that there has
been a constant decline in the total
fertility rate (TFR), suggesting that
couples do not want more than two
children in the family. The affidavit
also placed reliance on the Census
data of 2001-2011 to demonstrate the
sharpest decline in decadal growth
rate among Indians in 100 years.
“2001-2011 was the first decade in
the last 100 years which had not
only added lesser population as
compared to the previous one, but
also registered the sharpest decline
in the decadal growth rate from
21.54% in 1991-2001 to 17.64% in
2001-2011”, it emphasised.

The ministry said the TFR, which
was 3.2 at the time when National
Population Policy 2000 was adopted,
has declined substantially to 2.2 as
per Sample Registration System of
2018.
“The wanted fertility in India as per
National Family Health Survey IV is
only 1.8 as against the actual fertility
of 2.2 prevailing at that time,
indicating thereby that couples on
an average do not want more than
two children. Also, as many as 25
out of 36 states/UTs have already
achieved the replacement level
fertility of 2.1 or less,” added the
MoHFW.
The ministry held that the National
Population Policy 2000 and the
National Health Policy 2017 are
guiding documents to prioritise the
role of the government in shaping
health systems in all its dimensions
and achievement of Total Fertility
Rate (TFR) of 2.1 by 2025.
On Upadhyay’s plea to issue
necessary directive to the state
governments, the MoHFW has said
no such directions can be issued
since “public health” is a state
subject and it is the prerogative of
the respective state government to
implement the schemes envisaged
by the Central government as per
the prescribed guidelines.
In response to Upadhyay’s petition,
the SC bench, headed by Chief
Justice of India SA Bobde, had in
January sought a reply from the
MoHFW, which has now been filed.
There is, however, no next date of
hearing as yet fixed.

TRP manipulation case:

Republic TV CEO arrested
IT Correspondent
Mumbai, Dec. 13:

He had served Apunba Manipuri
Matam Ishei Kanglup (AMMIK),
the apex body of musicians and
singers of Manipur, in different
capacities till his last breath. He was
also the founder member of popular
group, Roop Raag.

“In his demise, we have lost a
legendary musician, who always
kept on thinking about the
promotion of Manipuri culture and
music. His demise is an irreparable
loss to our music industry”, the
Chief Minister said.

INS plea for a stimulus package for
newspaper industry
IT Correspondent
New Delhi, Dec 13:

Maliyapham Palcha kumsing 3418

The devastating ripple effect of the
collapsing newspaper industry will
impact lakhs of Indians, including
employees and their families, as
well as the larger eco-system of
allied industries, printing presses,
distribution
supply
chain
including newspaper vendors and
delivery boys, who have for
decades, been earning their
livelihood from these operations,
said an INS statement. Thirty lakh
workers and staff, are directly and
indirectly involved in the
newspaper industry as journalists,
printers, delivery vendors and many
others.
The Indian newspaper industry has
played a vital role in the
dissemination of verified and
factual news in these challenging
times which has been duly

acknowledged by the Supreme
Court and functionaries from time
to time.
INS said the entire newspaper
industry was putting in its best
efforts to bounce back and now
looked forward to the government
to provide the much-needed
stimulus package. The package
should include removal of residual
5% customs duty on newsprint,
GNP (uncoated paper) and LWC
(light weight coated) paper, twoyears tax holiday, 50% increase in
government advertisement rates,
200% increase in government spend
on print media and immediate
settlement of outstanding bills of
advertisements released through
the Bureau of Outreach and
Communication (BOC) and state
governments.

The Mumbai Police arrested
Republic TV CEO Vikas
Khanchandani in connection with
its probe into the alleged Television
Rating Points (TRP) manipulation
scam, on Sunday.
Khanchandani is the 13 th person
to be arrested in the TRP scam so
far. The Mumbai Police had filed a
First Information Report on 06
October and started investigations
following a complaint filed by Nitin
Deokar, an official of Hansa
Research, an agency that placed the
ratings metres, alleging the process
was being manipulated.
Joint Commissioner of Police (crime)
Milind Bharambhe, confirmed the
arrest. Khanchandani who was
previously questioned by the
investigators two times, was
arrested from his residence. He was
being produced before the holiday
magistrate’s court.
During the crime branch’s probe, it
was revealed that some cable
operators had used dual LCN
(Landing Channel Number)
technology which allowed viewing
of one channel on two channel
numbers at a time. The Republic TV
officials also contacted cable
operators to fix LCN and LCN
promotion. Khanchandani knew
everything as he was part of
Republic’s internal WhatsApp
group where discussions about
LCN and Promotion LCN
discussions took place, police
sources said.

The fake TRO scam came to light in
October when ratings agency
Broadcast Audience Research
Council (BARC) filed a complaint
through Hansa Research Group,
alleging that certain television
channels were rigging TRP
numbers. Hansa is one of BARC’s
vendors on engagem ent w ith
panel homes or people’s meters.
TRP, measured by r ecord ing
viewership data a t sam ple
households, is cru cial for
attracting advertisers. As per the
police, some of these households
were being bribed to tune into
Republic TV and a few other
channels.
Another of channel’s employee western region distribution Head
Ghanshyam Singh was arrested
last month in connection with the
alleged scam and was granted bail
after 26 days, earlier this month.

The Special Investigation Team
(SIT) of the Mumbai Police has
arrested a total of 13 persons in
the case so far.
Meanwhile, Republic TV editor-inchief Arnab Goswami moved the
Bombay high court last week
seeking a stay to furt her
investig ation by the Mumbai
Police in the TRP manipulation
scam. The petition, filed by
Goswami and ARG Outlier Media
which owns Republic TV, alleged
that one of the employees of the
firm was tortured by the police in
custody. It sought protection for
all employees from the “malicious
witch hu nt” alleged ly being
carried out by the Maharashtra
authorit ies.
Subs equently
Republic TV moved the SC, but it
refused to entertain the plea on
last Monday saying the arguments
were “ambitious”.
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Why principals should actually teach

By -Vijay GarG
Principals are teachers by definition.
They are at best premier teachers,
may be first among the equals.
Therefore, they are quintessentially
teachers, first and last. What a
poignant statement on the
significance of teaching in the life
of a principal! This is true of both
school and college principals.
The sad fact, however, is that many
principals do not teach. Some of the
best teachers are lost to the
profession by making them
principals. This is a paradox in itself.
They are chosen in most cases

because they are very good
teachers. Then they cease to teach.
When they stop teaching, they
become a spent force and do not
inspire their fellow teachers as much
as they would if they continued to
teach.
We found out that some of the
reasons given by principals
themselves are not based on any
professional imperatives. They are
personal choices in many cases. For
instance, some principals choose
not to teach on the plea that they
have other chores to attend. This is
a totally untenable pretext.
For some, not having to teach is an
assertion of their own importance.
A false sense of superiority gives
them the impression that they
should be a cut above teachers by
not being one of them.
A dubious complacency or a false
sense of self-importance creeps in,

Sunday Poetry

Bees in our blossom gardens
By: Shongminthang Haokip, UAE
Now that every eyes on our backyard

whose real name is ‘inertia’
associated with sinecure jobs. There
are principals who do not like to
teach because they may not do as
well as other better-known teachers
in the same subject. So not to teach
is a diplomatic withdrawal from the
scene to salvage their reputation.
There are people who feel that you
need to keep off the work that others
do, in order to establish your own
credentials to judge others. This, of
course, is a highly mistaken notion
of the very foundation of any
supervisory job.
Then there are some employers who
want the principals to be managing
the school all the time. They,
perhaps, do not know that the
principal’s leadership which is his/
her avowed mission can be realised
only in the classrooms, the hallways
and the playgrounds.
We should also know that managing
is a non-academic activity that
requires a manager with certain

Today our daughters are lures for fame
Wannabe models dominates minds and souls
of our young generations
Brand promotion, just photoshoot as they started
Stealthily they lost their sights while
dreaming beyond our ways
They learnt to shrug off; what did I lost!
As yet those outfits in the frame either makes us
pride or disgraceful unimaginably
DM or PM for collaboration! they profiled proudly
Where creepy-crawlies behind find
their ways like a predators
Dress up makeup as nightlife falls
‘Blessed!’ they captioned selfies while holding
bubbling beers and wines
The music was driving me crazy
And the food was great
as they cheer and dance!
Live, laugh and love— who cares? they smirked
Strangers at first sight they greet as if they have
known for years, sensually
Inevitable is societal changes ahead
Let the western winds blows
freely across hemispheres
From bustling California to Delhi and Mumbai
As long as we steer the directions with
our values and dignity.

Name Changed
I, the undersigned, do hereby declare that , I have renounced,
relinquished and abandoned the use of my old name Madhu
Devi Jain as I have assumed my new name Madhu Jain.
I shall be known as Madhu Jain and will be recorded at all
official documents.
Sd/Madhu Jain
Mahabir Handlooms
Assembly Road Thangal Bazar, Imphal, Manipur
Letters, Feedback and Suggestions to ‘Imphal Times’
can be sent to our e-mail : imphaltimes@gmail.com. For advertisement
kindy contact: - 0385-3590330 (O). For time being readers can reach
the office at Cell Phone No. 9862860745 for any purpose.

needed credibility to correct the
teachers. You can never ask
someone to do something that you
do not do yourself.
Principals who teach will have an allpervasive, over-arching influence in
relation to students, teachers and
parents. Such principals will share
their teaching expertise with other
teachers, and in that process they
themselves will learn many new skills
from their fellow-teachers. It is a
collective learning exercise.
During the present Covid crisis,
principals have an added
responsibility to go the extra mile and
show how to be an effective teacher
even in a virtual mode. A crisis
throws up an opportunity for leaders
to prove their mettle and imagination.
Effective leadership of a school calls
for both instructional leadership and
human
relationship.
True
relationship is nurtured in the
classrooms and during activities
where teachers interact with

students. Like teachers, principals
should also be a part of this everexciting journey of school life.
The overall school climate is
envisioned by a principal and that
vision is shared by the teachers,
and then by the students and
parents. The chief architect of this
school climate is the principal and
the best means for him to influence
the whole school is being an active
participant in the teaching-learning
process. Once principals start
teaching, they will realise that the
imagined glamour of administration
can’t hold a candle to the thrill and
excitement of teaching a live class
of young students. Soon they will
realise that the most fulfilling part
of their job is the teaching time.
The best motivation for teachers is
to have a model teacher in their
principal, first and foremost.
Students too will long remember
their principal’s classes above
everything else.

Contd. from yesterday

Manipur Paona Independence League of Burma
and Second World War
By :- Aheibam Koireng Singh and Hanjabam Shukhdeba Sharma

As our beautiful blossoms attracts
every bees far and near

other skills. Principals are supposed
to be academic leaders with a
vision who can share their vision
with their teachers, for the larger
good of the school.
Now, to the reasons why principals
should actually teach. First and
foremost, a principal gets to know
his/her school well only by
teaching. Teaching gives the
principal a deeper sense of
empathy and better understanding
of the classroom challenges. To be
able to monitor the teachers’ work
and to motivate them to do better,
the principal himself/herself
should be a practitioner. A principal
who teaches can establish an
effective connection with the
teaching and learning process in
the school.
Clear idea
A teaching principal gets a clear
idea about what a teacher is going
through. If a principal never
teaches, he/she loses the much-

(Translated excerpts of Wairakpam Mangol Singh’s authored book, Prithibigi Anisuba Lanjao amasung Manipur Party, which is to be
incorporated as book chapter in the forthcoming book on Manipur and Second World War)
Among
those
who
were
educationally well qualified, he
mentioned the names of – Shri
Arambam Ibohal Singh [BA,
Bachelors of Teaching (BT)], Shri
Sougaijam Sanajaoba Singh [BA],
Shri Kalachand Singh Shastri, Shri
Krishnamohon Singh [Master of
Arts (MA), BL], Shri Dwijamani
Sharma [MA], Pandit Lalita Madhav
Sharma [Bidya Ratna], Shri
Shivanand Sharma and Pandit
Atombapu [Bidya Ratna]. He
explained elaborately about them.
Mr. Fuzi strongly insisted Shri Guna
Singh to go to Singapore by plane
and meet Netaji as the war march to
India would begin from the route in
Manipur. At such a midst, an Officer
of Upper Burma Molaik Field
Headquarters repeatedly called up
for completely one month at the
Rangoon headquarter to send Shri
Guna as they have faced many
hardships in executing the work.
Accordingly, Shri Guna Singh was
happily well prepared to go to Molaik.
One Japanese officer, one INA
officer, and some INA soldiers
escorted and transported Shri Guna
Singh to reach Molaik on July end
of 1940.
In their journey to Molaik, Shri Guna
Singh and his companion Shri
Gourahari Sharma entered Mandalay
and met the President of Manipuri
Paona International League,
Uthonten and also with many of their
friends and after letting them known
that they have to go for war
proceeded towards Molaik. At that
time, transport conbnectivity was
very difficult. They reached Molaik
by ferrying at Motor Boat. At
reaching that place, they were
received by three officers – Captain
Yamadea, Nagasisan and Sudusan.
They found one Senior Manipuri,
whose name was Laimayum Murkha
as employee in the office. At seeing
Shri Guna Singh, he happily
expressed that work would be able
to express further. That took rest on
the day of reaching there. On the
morning of the following day, the
locals of Meitei villages in Kendat
came in large number and met Shri
Guna Singh.
They told that “the Meiteis residing
in Meitei villages of Kendat village
were very much oppressed by
AwaTaji. Japanese took whatever
they wanted from the Meitei village
and the Awas were kept protected. If
the Japanese wanted a cow, they took
it indiscriminately from the Meiteis

and they also had to compellingly
give it out of fear. However, Shri Guna
made them to return by saying that
he would come after about five-six
days.
After that, they have thorough
discussion on strategies and issues
of war. Shri Guna Singh issued pass
to Meiteis of Kendat and were drawn
to Manipuri party for taking part in
the war. The instruction written in the
pass was, “Nothing shall be done to
the person who is the bearer of the
pass without informing the office of
Shri Guna Singh, even if punishment
has to be given as per the law, the
said office shall be given prior
information. After that the Meiteis
there were given the monthly ration
amount respectively of Rs. 500, Rs.
100 and Rs. 150. Even a household of
Lone widow was given the amount
of Rs. 50.
Then after about half a month, Shri
Guna Singh, as invited by the people
of Kendat, went there which was three
miles away from Molaikat. As desired
and requested by the people, he went
to meet the Taji of Kendat. The said
Taji oppressed the Meiteis very much.
Shri Guna Singh asked him whether
he know who he was. At this Taji
replied (in Burmese) – “Buji chuno
tabire khemya Manipura acho
wabe” meaning I (courteously) know
you have assumed charge of
Manipur Government.” Shri Guna
Singh further asked – Why are you
heinously supressing the lone Meitei
village at your village.” At that Haji
replied, “It was not by me but by
Japanese.” Shri Guna Singh then told
Haji, “If you did next time, remember
the Meitei sword. Wasn’t your Awa
king earlier built Palace at the hillside
of Shebo owing to fear of Meitei
sword shifted to Iwang crossing over
Irrawaddy, then to Amarpura and
finally to Mandalay.” Taji replied,
“Hotobla Naukma Malukpu.”
meaning – “Yes, will not do anymore.”
The use of Manipuri as forced
labourer by the Japanese was also
banned. Meiteis were sent to areas
occupied by the British and used as
spies. They also were made to
dispense INA pamphlet at British
army deployed areas.
One day a Japanese spy officer along
with Taji came and asked to give her
cow to a women named, KeinaAmubi. In it, she show the pass that
was distributed to her. Even after
that, they insisted to give them her
cow. The said woman came and
approached Shri Guna Singh on that

matter. Shri Guna Singh, when he went
back, he found Captain Yamadasan,
the officer in charge gone to
Rangoon headquarter. He met
Nagasisan, the temporary in charge
in place of him. Both of them talked
about the matter raised by the woman
at the top floor of the office building.
The officer told Shri Guna Singh that
according to the law of Japan, there’s
no provision which allowed to take
things and belongings without the
willing consent of the owner,
however it was done as they wanted
it to feed the soldier. The officer
further told, “Like you people, there
were some among us Japanese who
were completely vegetarians before
50 years ago, but because of the
premonition that the British as they
did it to the Japanese in most parts of
the world, the Japanese also would
try to be subdued, they also started
to eat non-vegetarian food. It is quite
surprising that after we reached
Japan, we also started to eat snake,
dog,
almost
everything
indiscriminately. Those who eat nonvegetarian food can could work for
longer hours than who are
vegetarians. If they themselves are
not willing, we Japanese will not take
anything from them. Tell this to your
people without disclosing my name.
The supply officer after taking the
cow will also have to provide my
share, they will not be eating it.”
In that way, slaughtering of cows
belonging to Meiteis was banned by
issuing a pass. At hearing that the
Hindus have also insisted to issue
pass for them too saying, “because
of we are Hindus, we don’t want the
cows to be slaughtered. Passes were
issued for them too thereby saving
the cows of the Meitei and the Hindu
from being slaughtered. If the source
of religion was to seek truth and
purity, then there shouldn’t have any
difference between religions.
Afterwards, the supply officer was
tricking in trying to take the cow.
When Guna Singh met the supply
officer, he said –
“We came to give Swaraj to
your people, we would be
fighting war with the British
so you people should heartily
give the cow as it is meant to
feed the cow who are facing
hardships and difficulties
deep inside the hills. In
hearing that Shri Guna
responded, “Swaraj means
having the capability to
protect the culture and

religion of the native land.
Hindus worshipped cow as
god. If you demand to give
cow to slaughter and it, then
it is not the swaraj we
wanted.”
That way slaughtering of cows
owned by Hindus and Meiteis was
completely banned. After that he
return to Molaik and started
engaging in many war related
activities. In the evening, the British
aeroplane used to come and
airdropped bomb directing to their
office and also fired machine guns.
They, after having meal in the early
morning, had to go to the hills and
work in the early morning. Maps
brought out by Japan had all the
information exhaustively in detail. It
contained all the villages and
connectivity. Food productivity of
the place to be landed was first
assessed and evaluated because
there would be problem of marching
for war due to land connectivity.
Because of it, the ration for tenfifteen days had to be carried by each
person. It was so discussed that they
would have their food from the places
they reached and the costs of which
would be met later after the end of
the war. The Japanese officers asked
Shri Guna Singh and Shri Murkha
under what political arrangement
they wanted Manipur to put. At that
they replied, Manipur was a princely
state but of late we have been under
the rule of British colonialism
otherwise Manipur have never been
under any colonial subjugation. So
Manipur would be an independent
sovereign state as existed before.”
Their stated stand was also agreed
by the Japanese.
There were five parties in the office
– 1). Manipur Party; 2). Uteji Party
(Burma); 3). Amar Singh Party (India);
4). Khan Party (India); 5). INA Party
led by Lieutenant Bhim Singh and
Lieutenant Shyam Singh. Other
parties were taken responsibility by
their respective party leader. In the
case of Manipur Party, responsibility
was borne by Shri Guna Singh and
Shri Murkha Singh.
Tomba Singh and Babu Singh from
among the Meiteis and Takun who
was a head of Awa spy were sent to
establish relations with the people
of the hills. That way they got
Holkoyam Kuki who was a minor
child of 12/13 years of and another
of 30 years of age from Holkom Basti
to help them in their mission.
To be Contd.

